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About This Game

You're back home after a few years of traveling. When you walked into your apartment, memories came flooding back to you.
Many questions require answers. You start to wonder what's wrong with your life, but suddenly notice a fly in the house.

Everything else is forgotten and replaced with one burning desire - kill the fly!

Hunt for the fly and destroy your apartment.

Hunt for the fly and don't destroy your apartment.

Forget the damn fly and simply destroy everything!!

Pick up objects, crash them and smash them. Earn points, collect ranks, search hidden objects and find the answers and reveal
unexpected mysteries.

Shooting people and alien creatures is easy. A first person shooter targeting a pesky fly is the test of a real gamer!

Main features:

Pass 3 Levels with different type of interior each of which you can to destroy.

Collect ranks, make combos and earn points.
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Search for hidden objects.

Play in various game modes with different types of lighting.
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Title: Fly in the House
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Mykhail Konokh
Publisher:
Mykhail Konokh
Release Date: 6 Mar, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or higher

Processor: 2.4 GHz or Better

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9800 GT (512 MB memory) or equivalent discrete card (integrated cards may not work),
resolution not more than 1280x720.

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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it's not a bad game not awesome either, but charging 5 euro to unlock VR mode for a game developped with vr mechanics is
unethical,
"you can afford a vr headset, you must be rich, let's me charge you for that"
. Whisper of a Rose is a very well done RPG Maker game about a girl named Melrose who has a pretty awful life and very
much wants to find some way to escape it. She finds a device called the iDream and uses that to escape into her Dream World.

But she ends up finding out that the Dream World isn't as nice as she thinks it is. After all, not all our dreams are nice and
happy, there are plenty of nightmares as well.

Whisper of a Rose takes us on Melrose's trip through the Dream World. Everything in the game is based on things that
happened to Melrose and her own fears and wishes. Even her own repressed memories show up at times. The settings range
from rolling hills to unpleasant forests and swamps. And all Melrose wants to do is find a way home.

Overall pros:
+Lengthy game, it took me just under 30 hours to beat it, though that included having to redo some stuff when I was defeated.
+Gorgeous settings, you can barely even tell it's RPG Maker
+Wonderful soundtrack. All the music fits great with the scenes and the battle themes are just amazing. You can get the
soundtrack for free at the dev's website too.
+Very responsive dev which is always a good thing.

Overall cons:
-Never thought I'd say I wanted random encounters in a game, but this game really would have been better off with them.
Visible encounters just don't work here with how difficult it is to avoid enemies and how they immediately respawn with no
chance for immunity to avoid the encounter. Monsters also don't stop while you grab treasure which leads to encounters you
may not want. (Edit: This has been improved upon as well with a short delay between respawn and an item to avoid encounters.
New Game+ mode gets an important item to allow unlimited avoiding of encounters)
-Regular battles can get lengthy and tedious. (Edit: This has been improved upon and they are much shorter as long as you aren't
avoiding everything and not upgrading equipment)
-While there is a quick means of travel, it only covers limited areas and you'll be backtracking a bit for sidequests, which makes
the encounter annoyances even greater because you'll get stuck fighting some monsters when you just wanted to make a quick
run to grab an item.

Achievement wise, it's not an easy 100%. You'll need two full playthroughs to 100% the game and there are a few missables. It's
about 30 hours per playthrough from the looks of things if you want to be sure to miss nothing. There is some replay value
though since you get some new stuff on a second run and there's one sidequest that can only be finished on the second
playthrough and it nets you the best summon in the game.

Still, it's a very good game and I do recommend it. It's not exactly short and sweet, but it's worth playing all the way through.

Also a little tip for anyone playing it: don't sell your initial armor for any characters. You'll need that later if you want to get the
best stuff in the game. It's doable to beat the game without it, but more difficult.. I don't absolutely love this title, but I'd
recommend it simply because it's a good time-killer and it's much more forgiving than the more sim-like rally racing games out
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there. Having said that though, the physics and driving mechanics are a little wonky in the game's current state. There's also not
really that much to do and, although the Unreal engine is great, it makes for an odd choice in this genre. The track layouts are
fine for the most part but some just aren't very fun and because the physics are a bit on the "floaty" side the crashes can be
downright comical; the tighter stadium courses are annoying. I've also noticed some bugs here and there.

It's a decent game but I'd give it a solid 7 out of 10 at best. I've nearly beaten all of the campaign races on Hard difficulty
without too much of a fuss although there is a little room to increase how tough the AI challengers are. I have yet to try it online
but I will be doing so soon. I don't really enjoy the whole "Gravel Channel" approach and the commentator stating how stoked
he is before each race--that wore off in DiRT 2 and was never all that appealing to begin with. I guess if you want a arcadey off-
road racer than this would be a good pick, just don't expect much in the terms of reality.. This one has better skins than CSGO.
Free StatTrack included.. This game had so much potential, but due to baffling design decisions and stubbornness from the
devs, it will go down as one of the most irksome DK-impostors to come out (arguably tied with Dungeons.) I really tried to like
this game, but the more the devs tried to "Fix" it, the more broken it became. The game is well and truly abandoned now - skip
it.. American Football Sims? Hard to come by! They are like the White Buffalo...

So I decided to try FOF 7. In summary its worth the price of admission because nothing else exists. Front Page Football is
horrible so that leaves Front Office Football.

Is it fun? Yes! if you like American football and you pour over every detail online every Sunday Evening for the Stats for your
favorite team. It has its football moments that make you soooooooo happy. Taking my hapless St. Louis Rams from 5-11 to 8-8
to 11-5 was quite satisfying. Then in the 2016 draft, Trading a 2016 second round pick, a 2017 first round pick, and a 2018 first
round pick for a quarter backed named Felix Brown from Idaho was awesome. Because I interviewed him and decided he was
"under rated". He turned out to be a 91/100 overall. The St. Louis Rams are horrible in real life, but in my simulation I have a
young Tom Brady or Aaron Rodgers to destroy the league with! HAHAHAHAHA!
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Please port curse of iilyos. Feels like a free to play game... but isn't.. If you loved LIMBO and Machinarium, you'll love this.
Also (relatively) easy to get 100% achievement completion.. This isnt Football Mogul. Wanted to like it but can't. Save your
money. Even if its on sale.. The levels are very colorful and varied. But the volume of the game decent, although much depends
on the player . Play is simple , so the game is passed in the same breath . Music in general is quite harmoniously fit and adds
atmosphere .
. DLC with one weapon for each playstyle. They are not strong so only usable for completly beginners. It's to expensive.. i can
poke mona lisa without getting in trouble

10/10. pornography simulator

Localization: Help Me Translate!:

Help Me Translate!. Hammer Throw Improvents:
I made two improvements to make using the "hammer throw" ability a little easier.

I added an alternative way of performing the move. Instead of moving the mouse in circles, you can rapidly press left and right
(or 'A' and 'D') repeatedly a few times until the character starts to spin. This may be easier for some people.

I also added a projectile path display to help with aiming. It's a little imprecise, mainly because the character is spinning so
timing can also affect the throw.

. Downtown Casino Poker Leagues : Texas Hold'em Poker Tournaments Cosplay Convention Crisis Tiny Love Lucy Got
Problems Attack of the Giant Mutant Lizard Added Korean and Portuguese:
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Thanks to the work of two translators, I was able to add translations for Portuguese and Korean.

Some of the text might look weird though, because the font I'm using doesn't have all the characters used for Portuguese. Oh
well.

Anyway... If you notice any mistakes, or can provide additional translations or suggestions on improving the current text, feel
free to email me at support@medicatedgames.com.
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